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passwords are incredibly easy to crack and this can be achieved in a matter of minutes. using a large
database of hashed passwords, a hacker can look through a list of passwords and attempt to match

each one to the hash value they are trying to crack. this is the easiest way to discover a correct hash
value, and as there are millions of passwords it usually only takes a few minutes. most passwords

that are used as passwords are only six characters long, allowing a hacker to use a brute force
attack to find the correct password. by simply entering the six characters and incrementing the

values for each character, the hacker can quickly create a dictionary of a million potential
passwords. this means that it only takes seconds for a hacker to use a brute force attack to find the
correct password. another method, commonly referred to as a “rainbow table attack”, involves using

a list of hashes for passwords to match against. since passwords are often created using a fixed
string of six characters, a hacker can create a database of all possible six character passwords. this

list of possible passwords can then be used to determine a password that matches a given hash
value. this is because many websites use the same hash for different purposes, and by checking the
number of times a given hash value has been used, the hacker can estimate how long it will take to
crack the password. passwords are incredibly easy to crack and this can be achieved in a matter of
minutes. using a large database of hashed passwords, a hacker can look through a list of passwords

and attempt to match each one to the hash value they are trying to crack.
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you also need to understand that brute force attacks are not always accurate. sometimes, even if
you have the correct password, the attacker will still be challenged for a second time. this is because

the hacker is trying to guess the password. if the hacker does not know the password, then the
hacker will be challenged again. the reason is that the hacker has only narrowed down the possible

options for the password. this is because a brute force attack does not know if the password has
special characters such as an exclamation point or a pound sign. the hackers goal is to create the

strongest password that he can. if he creates a password that is very strong, he may find it very hard
to enter it. if he creates a password that is very weak, then he may find it much easier to guess the
password. the simplest forms of spidering involve a hacker attempting to navigate their targets lives
in order to learn about them - for example, by trawling through their social media pages to see what

theyre interested in and whether their interest lies in the same as their employer. in more
complicated forms of spidering, hackers can follow people around the web, visiting sites that they
know the target has visited and building up a hitlist of possible credentials based on their browsing

history. spiders are then able to follow the emails and grab credentials. as they gain more
information about a target, they can build up a hitlist of possible credentials based on the data that
theyve gathered. this hitlist can then be used to support a brute force attack against the password,

allowing them to gain access to the accounts that theyre interested in. 5ec8ef588b
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